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BOY MEETS GUN
By Joost van Hezik 
With Eleco Smits, Victor Ijdens, Mara van Vlijmen

When the bored out evolutionary philosopher Maarten Moreau gets caught 
up in a robbery, he accidentally gets hold of the murder weapon. Seized by a 
renewed appetite for life, Maarten decides to keep the gun. A true romance 
blossoms between the boy and the gun, not without consequences.

Netherlands 2019 | Drama / Thriller

Not the typical Boy-Meets-Gun film.  Coen Brothers meet Michel Gondry.

SKIN WALKER
By Christian Neuman 
With Udo Kier, Jefferson Hall, Amber Anderson
Regine is a fragile young woman trying to build a new life – safer and happier than 
the one she had as a child. Escaping her trauma is not so easy however, and when her 
grandmother is brutally murdered, Regine must return to the village she once left and 
revisit the gruesome horrors of her past to protect herself and her family.

Luxembourg/Belgium 2019 | Drama / Horror

Born at the Frontières Co-Production Market, Skin Walker mixes gothic 
images, supernatural terror and psychological drama into a tribute to the 
great European horror movies of the 1970s.

Festival:  Busan, Cairo
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Festival:  Cairo

NUCLEAR
By Catherine Linstrum
With Emilia Jones, Sienna Coopersmith
Brutalised by her own brother, a traumatised young girl, Emma, and her mother are 
on the run. Finding refuge in an isolated retreat, where a nuclear power station looms, 
Emma begins to break away from the protection of her mother and is forced to navigate 
a hostile world alone. A tense and haunting tale of a toxic family with a dangerous past.

UK 2019 | Thriller / Drama

Directed and co-written by BAFTA-award winner Catherine Linstrum, 
Nuclear blends drama, horror and mystery into a post-apocalyptic tale 
of survival.
Festivals:  Warsaw

THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WKND
By Jon Mikel Caballero 
With Iria del Rio, Adam Quintero
Alba and her friends just want to enjoy a little weekend getaway in the woods. But 
when her boyfriend Pablo abruptly breaks up with her, Alba is mysteriously forced to 
relive the exact same day over and over again – until she learns that each repetition 
is shorter than the last. It is not a loop, it’s a countdown. And time is running out.

Festival:  Malaga, Bilbao, Fantasia Montreal

Spain 2019 | Mystery / Thriller
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AVERNO
By Marcos Loayza
With Paolo Vargas, Leonel Fransezze, Fred Nuñez
Young bootblack Tupah embarks on a frantic quest to find his uncle lost 
in the Averno, a place where the Andean inhabitants believe that the 
dead coexist with the living and where everything finds its opposite face. 
In a dangerous journey through the underworld, as myth and reality get 
endlessly intertwined, Tupah has to defeat the worst of his enemies and 
the greatest of his fears.
Festivals:  BAFICI (Best Latin-American Film), SANFIC, Gramado (Special Jury Prize and 
Best Cinematography), Goa
Bolivia, Uruguay 2018 | Adventure, Fantasy

ZOOKS
By Kristoff & Dimitri Leue 
With Matteo Simoni, Frank Focketyn, Warre Borgmans 
In a kingdom where man and nature are segregated, twelve year old 
Robin runs off into the forbidden forest where she meets Wolf, the 
young true heir to the throne. Robin, Wolf and some unexpected allies 
set in motion an adventure which will topple the Bad King and restore 
balance between man and nature.
Festivals:  JEF Festival (Belgium), Anima (Belgium), Bucheon, 
Giffoni
Belgium 2018 | Animation Adventure
English & Spanish dubbing available

THE UNSEEN
By Nicolás Puenzo
With Peter Lanzani, Juana Burga, Germán Palacios
A pregnant Quechua girl and her creole partner escape from a refugee 
camp. On their trek south across the Bolivian Highlands, now a barren 
wasteland controlled by bloody militia groups, they meet Ruiz, a 50-year-
old, war-scarred photographer who seeks to save them from the war 
zone, salvaging what remains of his humanity.

Festivals:  Santa Barbara, Fajr, Transatlantyk (Poland), Stony Brook, 
Huelva, Goa, Sitges

Argentina & Chile 2017 | Futuristic political thriller

THE CAGED
By Jordan Taratoot
With Mischa Barton, Lee Partridge, Clare Durant
After a serious car accident that took the life of his wife, Keith finds 
himself confined to a wheelchair and imprisoned in his 4th floor walk-
up apartment. Lonely and understandably questioning his faith, Keith is 
visited by his long time priest counsellor Father Salvo, home health care 
supervisor Julia, and his best friend Carlos. Keith struggles to decipher 
reality from his own dreams, delusions, and perception of death as he 
mourns the loss of his wife and struggles with PTSD.
Festivals:  Sharm El Sheikh
Spain 2017 | Psychological Thriller
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DO IT YOURSELF 
By Dimitris Tsilifonis
With Konstantinos Aspiotis, Makis Papadimitriou, Themis Panou
A small-time crook agrees to star in a viral video that will restore the 
image of a businessman who acts against the law. When he realizes that 
he is the next victim in this man’s list, he struggles to save himself at any 
cost, in this suspenseful action film.

Festivals:  Thessaloniki, Los Angeles Greek

Greece 2017 | Action, Thriller  

PERSECUTED
By Yesid Leone
With María Gaviria, Roberto Escobar, Alexánder Guzmán
Mariana Duran‘s normal life is interrupted by a series of events result of a 
crime that she witnessed. Her fate gets intertwined with the only survivor 
and she becomes her protector. Both embark in a journey to discover the 
reasons of why they have become a target, in a race against the people 
who are threatening their lives. 

Colombia 2018/19 | Thriller

BOOD-RED OX
By Rodrigo Bellott

Amir and Amat are invited to a trip into the 
South American rain forest, but the pleasant visit 
to Bolivia quickly takes a bizarre turn as Amat 
starts having strange visions and loses his mind 
over the ghostly presence of a giant blood red 
ox. Amir must save his boyfriend from paranoia 
but he will quickly realize he can’t trust nothing 
and nobody - as he might be losing his mind too.

USA/Bolivia 2020 | Psychological 
Horror, Thriller

Inspired by the true European genre 
classics of the 1970s, Blood-Red Ox is 
a terrifying horror trip that turns into a 
psychedelic nightmare beyond belief.

THIN BLOOD
By Mehrdad Taheri
With Kida Khodr Ramadan, Simon Licht, Mehrdad Taheri
To escape a long prison sentence, small-time crook Gabriel strikes a deal 
with his prosecutors – to infiltrate the dangerous Arab clan of his former 
boss, Murat Kaplan, and provide crucial information to smash their 
drug cartel. But a plan gone wrong and a cold-blooded murder quickly 
escalate the situation – and all of a sudden, Gabriel finds himself in the 
merciless crossfire of a war that no one can win...

Germany 2019 | Thriller / Drama / Gangster

RAVENING (AAMIS)
By Bhaskar Hazarika
With Lima Das, Arghadeep Baruah, Neetali Das
Married Niri shares a forbidden passion with Sumon, who introduces her 
to a world of fresh, wild delicacies. But as their unconsummated desire 
mounts, the two are pushed inexorably towards transgression and taboo.

Festival:  Tribeca

India 2019 | Drama / Food

UNTIL THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
By Daniel Bertram
With Lisa Hagmeister, Alicia Valencia Pollex
The five-year-old Flo cannot understand the condition that her father is in. 
Her mother explains: “He is with us but also far away at the same time”. 
This description  sparks  the  child’s  creativity,  as  she  begins  to  imagine  
her  father  embarking on a journey far away, into the vastness of space.

Festival:  Oldenburg
Germany 2019 | Drama / Fantasy

HALLALI
By Eché Janga
With Tibor Lukacs, Daniel van Wijk, Marieke Groenendijk
Liberal politician Gerben Kooistra becomes deputy Mayor of a small village. 
He is assigned to stay low profile while solving a ‘private problem’. Soon 
he discovers that the seemingly boring border-village is a hub for drug 
smugglers, led by hardened criminal Toontje van Wanrooy.

Netherlands 2020 | Thriller


